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Boombox AOR

City: New Jersey
Country: USA
Posts: 98

 17/02/2012 2:18:10

Sunstorm - Emotional Fire

Have been looking forward to this release for a couple of months now, was going to
order it tomorrow... then I came upon this review on Rocktopia (Fireworks mag
website):

http://www.rocktopia.co.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&
id=1970:sunstorm-emotional-fire&catid=910:cd-reviews&Itemid=121

From what I was able to gather from the article, apparently JLT was "on the road" and
so did not include much or any of his own material... instead we are treated to Michael
Bolton and Cher standards, with songwriting by Desmond Child and Diane Warren.

Dennis Ward still produces, but no Jim Peterik on this one, I fear.

I think I shall "wait and see" before I lay out my $/€'s for this one.

Your thoughts?

  Black Roses - Paradise
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WOLF 359

City: Wigan
Country: united kingdom
Posts: 1845

 17/02/2012 15:51:35

If you like Sunstorm or JLT then you'll like this album. Only three tracks are old tracks,
two that Michail Bolton recorded and one that Cher laid down. The other tracks are
made up of songs written by the in house Frontiers writers like the Martin Bros etc, so
don't worry. I think this is the best I've heard JLT sing in quite a while and whilst it
won't break and records for being original, it still is a very good album.
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CL

City: Assebroek (Bruges)
Country: Belgium
Posts: 1482

 17/02/2012 16:06:00

Got a review copy today and at first hearing it's an incredible good album! 
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Axe-To-The-Wax

City: Grenoble
Country: France
Posts: 1540

i prefer the "emotional fire" version by CHER. (more "Child-ish"!)
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Steel Jockey

Posts: 965

 17/02/2012 19:07:41

The album is awesome to me. The first great AOR record of 2012 that I've heard mind
you there hasn't really been many yet has there.
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Boombox AOR

City: New Jersey
Country: USA
Posts: 98

 17/02/2012 21:23:46

Well, these positive comments cast a different light on the album... I trust your

judgements, and I'll be sure to get a copy now! 

  John Farnham - Whispering Jack (album)
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gerasczman

City: AOR Prog Planet
Country: Greece
Posts: 1807

 19/02/2012 22:31:39

From what I've heard so far, this is AWESOME! 

Totally agree with SJ.

The first GREAT AOR album of 2012!

Killer AOR, no fillers, one of the best JLT albums ever!! 

  JLT - Emotional Fire
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guitarman

City:
Country: GREECE
Posts: 2284

 20/02/2012 6:12:03

Agree with Gerasczman here!!! From what I've heard so far this is a superb piece of

melodic rock stuff!!!! Maybe the best album so far........ 

...and welcome back Gerasczman 
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gerasczman

City: AOR Prog Planet
Country: Greece
Posts: 1807

 20/02/2012 21:46:06

Thanks mate! You're welcome.

And I'm sure that guys like Elival and AORPOMPY will like this new Sunstorm, as it is

pure AOR heaven, done with care and class! 

  SUNSTORM - Emotional Fire
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AORPOMPY

Posts: 2226

 21/02/2012 10:26:53

I'm expecting it soon ! Can't wait to listen to it ! Think I will love it ! I hope it !
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greggbow

City: long island, ny
Country:
Posts: 26

Sorry,

There is no bigger JLT fan than me. I found the songs boring. The previous Sunstorm
LPs are far superior.
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YNGWIEVIKING

City: Valhallä
Country: FRANCE
Posts: 4633

 3/03/2012 8:59:16

the Album of the Month

This is indeed another AMAZING album...JLT is once more brillant and so
perfect...This is as good or even better than ,,house of dreams" and 1st one too...Agree

with WOLF/SJ/GERRY & Guitarman... Essential BUY it !!!

  MOUNTAIN OF POWER ,,vol 2"
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LeD

City: Blystadlia
Country: Norway
Posts: 387

 3/03/2012 10:08:49

Sounds VERY good!
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gerasczman

City: AOR Prog Planet
Country: Greece
Posts: 1807

 7/03/2012 22:39:11

After many listens, I still find "Emotional Fire" very good, also it has the most beautiful
artwork of all 3 Sunstorm albums.

There are no fillers in sight, all the songs are very good, but what I'm missing here is
some truly outstanding songs.
Songs like the eternal classics "Street Of Dreams", "Stone Cold", "Tearing Out My
Heart", ''Rising Force" or "Dreaming''.
The voice of JLT is still strong, but it has become more rough..missing that special
smoothness like on the songs mentioned.

Still a very good and enjoyable AOR/Melodic Hard Rock Album...better than "House
Of Dreams"...I agree with Yngwie.

Let's see what H.E.A.T has to offer next. Another great hope for the AOR/Melodic
Hard Rock scene of 2012.
The first samples are very good!

  H.E.A.T. - Living On The Run
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AORPOMPY

Posts: 2226

 8/03/2012 0:50:34

Have to listen to this one a few times more before judging ! But sounds good !
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YNGWIEVIKING

City: Valhallä
Country: FRANCE
Posts: 4633

 9/03/2012 7:50:23

7th twist of the tongue...

:::Hey POMPY...That's a good thing...Always listen many times before judging...

Some should take this as a good example of a right & correct behavior... 

Seriously , this is AOR, in his pure & contemporary form...The AOR album of the

year...So far...Of course...IMVVHO ******

  DYNAZTY ,,sultans of sin"
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Steel Jockey

Posts: 965

 9/03/2012 19:28:13

I only had to listen once and I knew this kicked ass. Cause I am blessed with special

"kick ass AOR" detecting ears of course! 
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gerasczman

City: AOR Prog Planet
Country: Greece
Posts: 1807

 12/03/2012 0:34:50

Final Judgement: Great AOR/Melodic Rock album and one of the best of the year.

Killer stuff. 

  SUNSTORM - Emotional Fire
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guitarman

City:
Country: GREECE
Posts: 2284

 12/03/2012 19:01:31

Agree!!!!!! 
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Elival

City:
Country: Sweden
Posts: 2073

 12/03/2012 19:11:25

The best from 2012 by far. Van Halen is a distant 2nd. Hmm, could end up very high on
my top 10 list at the end of the year.
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